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excited. The device 227 also includes a computerized 

control device 72 wMcK can be need to control the 

on and o£T operation of device 27, in time event said 

device is turned off, for extended periods. Time 

computer 72 would monitor device 27 and turn it 

on automatically In order to keep time batteries 

m?e*url>islmedL Computer 72 is also used to control time 

recharging ofbatteries B1&B2, one at a time* 

Wires 498, are probe and lS^volt negative from Bl, 

to computer 72. Wires496, are probe and 12-volt 

positive, from Bl, to computer 72. Wires494, are 

probe and 12-volt negative, from B2, to computer 

SHL9 *o computer 72. Included also are two Jumper 

relays504&506whicb are powered by 12-volt 

wires 510 A 5X4, from computer 72, which are used 

to start device 27 automatically. In addition a 

monitor 122 is provided to display values and data, 

and can enunciate problems of time system digitally 

o* by voice prompts, through speaker 73. 

Additionally two charging relays 500&508, 

powered by 12-volt wires502A 512, which are 

used to charge each battery separately. The device 

27 also consist of apatrof chain and sprocket drive 
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volt positive and wire 85, 24-volt negative. HITire 

96, 125-volt positive and wire 97, 12-volt negative to 

alternator (AI). Wire 98, 13-volt negative and wire 

99,12-volt positive to alternator (A2). The 

sequence of operation are as following: Charge SI 

on a conventional trickle charger, until battery is 

folly charged, to about 14.5-volts. Next place B2, on 

the same charger and charge to the same value. Bl 

should maintain about 13-volto, while B2, should 

have between 14*5 A 13.S-volte. This is very 

important to have one battery slightly fresher than 

the other, so that both batteries will not need to be 

re-charged at the same time- Energize motor <MX> 

by closing switch 64, the system should be put in 

rotating, and motor on light GO should come on. 

After 60 seconds close switch 92, motor<M2> 

should be put in motion and motor on light 94 

should come on~ The unit is now ready to replenish 

needed basis, as it is controlled by computer 72, as 

follows: Computer 72, hereafter called CP72, will 

monitor the condition of both said batteries Bl A 

B2S, when their is a drop in JB1, voltage, CP72will 

send a 12-volt signal to charging relay500, via wire 

502. Said action will close relay contact 500 
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Since hoth alternators together will produce 

more than 29-volts during the charging process, 
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many arpedficatloiuB, these shonld not he construed 

as limitations on the scope of the invention, bat 

it is not desired to limit the invention to the ex act 
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present difldosnre of the preferred form ha« been 

changes in the details of conetractlon and 

combination and arrangement of parts may he 

resorted to without departing from the spirit and 

scope of the invention. 
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